In the age of digitisation, mobile working is a central
prerequisite for companies wanting to shape a dynamic
future. Enterprise Mobile enables more productive,
flexible, innovative and collaborative work.

Enterprise Mobile

Minimal administrative effort, maximum freedom
The Enterprise Mobile end-to-end solution reduces the administrative
workload, simplifies subscription and device management and establishes
cost security and transparency for the company. Its modular structure lets you
choose between different variants and put together an offer tailored to your
company and your individual needs.

Device configuration and security
Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) protects your company data on mobile
devices and makes it possible to manage configurations both easily and centrally.
Secure data hosting in Switzerland, scalable offers, several different service level
options and multilingual Swisscom support complete the solution.

Device logistics and financing
Device as a Service (DaaS) stands for holistic device management that ensures
minimal interruptions to your work if devices are damaged as well as individual
financing options for your fleet. You control the entire life cycle, from device
purchases through leasing, instalments or one-time payments to extended
warranty and repair management.

Analyses and reporting
Billing & Analytics not only enables the efficient management of subscription
costs and usage, but also creates complete transparency. Individual reporting
options ensure that you keep track of everything and can optimise company
resources at any time.
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Employee touch points
Mobility for Work offers you the opportunity to let your employees handle device and
subscription management on their own. Our specialists can be contacted at any time
by phone, online or in the Swisscom Shops for advice and support. Private and business costs can be easily split to offer greater flexibility.

Mobile subscription
NATEL® go flat-rate subscriptions ensure that you are connected to the best mobile
network available at any given time, regardless of your location. Even when abroad,
you surf with highspeed roaming data – thanks to our roaming network of over 650
partners, the largest in the world. So you always enjoy the best network – no matter
where you are.
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You can find more information and our expert's contact details at swisscom.ch/enterprisemobile

